Zecharia Sitchin was an author who believed that there
exists a massive cometary planet or dwarf star named by
ancient witnesses as "Nibiru," which travels in a highly
elongated, elliptical, uniformly periodic orbit, being pulled
by our Sun into our Solar System every thirty-six and-ahalf centuries. The predictability of the time of visitation
by this incoming space body makes its punctuality similar
to that of a comet -- a celestial pendulum -- yet this dwarf
star is many thousands of times greater in mass than the
largest comet. Indeed, this massive incoming body has
been estimated, by the formerly candid astronomers of
the 1980s, to be about one thousand Earth-masses, at
the very least.
Zecharia Sitchin's writings cite archaeological evidence
from ancient Middle Eastern civilizations of their having
witnessed the Earth-molesting passage of this Nibiru,
whose gravitational and magnetic forces acted at
distances of millions of miles from Earth to facelift Earth's
land masses and ocean floors. Studies of the structure of
mountain ranges reveal that Earth's crust was rotationally
wrenched and thrust up to form jutting mountains having
crust-snapped ridges due to the gravitational spin exerted
laterally upon Earth's crust by some massive passing space
body, some thirty-six and-a-half centuries ago, allowing
the ancient Israelites to escape from Egypt, out of
Pharaoh's subjugating grip. From millions of miles away,
the fly-by gravitational spin exerted upon Earth by this onethousand Earth-mass passing body acted like the colossal
hand of a bowler releasing his ball with a spin, and since
Earth's crust floats upon a viscous slippery mantle of molten
rock, our crustal land masses were wrenched as one would
rotate and slip the skin of an overly ripe peach over the
slippery flesh beneath the skin.
It was Nibiru's invisible, gravitationally molesting hand
which provoked the worldwide host of cataclysms that are
described in the Bible's Book of EXODUS, which natural
cataclysms toppled Egypt's empire, thus pouring forth three
million Israelites from bondage. Scientific studies of Earth's
ancient ecology reveal that, indeed, volcanoes worldwide
were provoked to explode by gravitational/magnetic forces
upheaving Earth's crust and its underlying magma masses.
Archaeologists have discovered that around thirty-six anda-half centuries ago, tree rings in Britain, North America,
and elsewhere were narrowed due to atmospheric volcanic
ash blanketing the planet. In fact, it was the colossal
explosion of the great Santorini volcano caldera whose
ash-blanketing of Egypt's skies is described in The Book of
EXODUS, Chapter 9. That volcanic explosion also wiped out
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the advanced Minoan civilization in the Aegean Sea, near
Santorini, on the Island of Thera, and recent archaeological
deep sea salvages, along with the characteristically accurate
dating of tree rings, have proven that indeed, the Santorini
caldera exploded with the greatest volcanic explosivity index
[V.E.I.] known to modern science, at around 1,630-40 B.C.
So, it appears that punctual Nibiru is approaching once
again. In addition to today's increasing volcanic activity, we
are also witnessing frequently titanic earthquakes, super
wind storms (e.g. derechoes, haboobs, straightline windstorms that are hundreds of miles wide, hurricane [Sandy]
swaths that are much broader than historically recorded,
mega-rainstorms and floods alongside mega-droughts,
softball size hailstorms, wild and abrupt temperature swings,
etc., all of which events are much greater in frequency and in
magnitude than ever before recorded. John DiNardo
From Zecharia Sitchin's landmark book "The 12th Planet,"
which describes the ancient passage of Nibiru, page 242:
"Many of the texts dealing with the planet's arrival were omen
texts, prophesying the effect the event would have upon Earth
and uponmankind. R. Campbell Thompson: ['Reports of the
Magicians andAstronomers of Nineveh and Babylon']
reproduced several such texts, which traced the progress of
the planet as it 'ringed the station of Jupiter,' and arrived at
the point of crossing, Nibiru"
[JD: a word meaning planet-of-crossing (across our planets'
orbital paths)] . . . .
"The nearing planet was expected to cause rains and flooding,
as its strong gravitational effects have been known to do:
'When the Planet of the Throne of Heaven will grow brighter,
there will be floods and rains . . . When Nibiru attains its
perigee . . . rains and floods will come.' "
JD:
By "perigee," the ancient writer meant the closest distance
of Nibiru to Earth as it passes Earth, toward its gravitational
rendezvous withand around our Sun.
I can tell you from eleven years of studying The Weather
Channel's daily jetstream maps, that we on Earth are witnessing
a twelve year transformation from a smooth west-to-east
jetstream flow across the Northern Hemisphere to a rollercoasterlike jetstream flow, which meteorologists agree is the cause of
these frequent and severe windstorms, rainstorms, floods, and
yoyo-like temperature swings, which have been traumatizing
Earth and mankind since shortly after the turn of the century.
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